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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the fact that I 1m moved, I was
moved up a little bit so that I can get out of
here before my back completely goes out on me .
. I -- I 1m going to _be speaking on House Bj 11
Number 51-6.3, AN. ACT REQUIRING THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A SE~CiiABLE DATABASE FOR SrATE
EXPENDI.TURES.-

'.

•

Lc:!t me st!irt by saying th~t one _of the things
that intrigued, me to put a bili in relating to
this is what l saw with relation to Yank~e
Institute1s ctsunlight.org._ W_hen I went in
there -·- because they 1re trying to do a service
to the public, providing information -- when I
went in_ther.e and typed a few names that I
know, incl,uding my own, I found that there were
errors. And.I decided that we_ should not ieave
:up -- leave it up to-private enterprise, that
is, or not-:for-profits, cause they have a
poli-tical agenda, to really provide the
information the public should know, in my
opinion, and public. should. have available to
them electronically at any point in t.ime that
they want to observe ..
. For example, and. let me just say this, that :r
printed out ·sometll.ing .from that website just
now that relat_es to somebody that lives ip my
house, and they have her down .as getting 22
thousand -- 61], thousand from Connecticut State
University system. She only taught two courses
part time, was no -- nowhere ·close to that
amount. _And ..what 1s .happening there is ~he
computer p:r;-ogram: -that they -'- they 1ve used is
erroneous and they 1re summing up the who.le year
income and putting it .in each category that may

•
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· qualify, so you ·end up gett·ing an inflated
number. Anq I hope the Hartford Courant is
picking up on that.
But, more ~mportantly, there's a lot of
cynicism out there in the public rel.ating to
government, how mu~h we spend, where we spend
it, and what our -- -and our priorities. By
passing this bill and making it law, we will
make every~hing that it relates to gov~rnment
available to the public. They can go in and
scrutinize it any way they want. They c·an call
us and question us. There~s-going to be an
increased transparency, increased
ac.countability; it's going to increase the
efficiency of government, which is very
important as. we look ahead into the next
.20 ·years, and I·will come to that in a moment.
Anq, in my opinion, it will actually, because
of the pressure from the public s·crutinizing
things, it will actually red:uce unethical
practices and free up dollars, free up dollars
that ·can be used for what we need to do best
and what we are responsible for" as public
officials, as governme~t; that is, to hope
thos.e that. need assistance and to provide the
publi·c goods and services tbat are ne.cessary
for us to ·be a civilized society and society
that has a civilized environment, a ~ociety
that actually increases the standard of living
through some public provision.
We are -- have limited resources; we all know
that. And the~ if we don't rea~ly _spend the -those dollars efficiently, that means we're not
goi.ng to be able to provide. everything we. n~ed
for our children and their education, for our
elderly, and those that are in need and need
help. As you all know from my past statements

••
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and in the House of Representatives, I think
the role of government is very important and
very substantial, ·and it should be. BUt at the
same t.ime ,. waste and account -- waste should
~ot be present and accountability should be in
the ·foref:ront.
With relation to-- to what I mentio~ed_before,
over the next 20 years; we're going to face. an
unprecedented pressure in terms of government
spending at all levels, federal government,
state gove~nment, local government, because of
the demographics. Because we are moving into
an era where you' r.e going to have much fewer·
working people per retiree than ever in the
history_ of the u.s.; in fact, ever in the
history c;>f the world, for that matter. We are
heading towards what -- two working individuals
per retiree, whereas in 1950 we had seven
working people' per ret_iree. This is a ,massive
change in the structure of the labor force and
.our ability to. pay for all .of ·those who will be
retired, including me, especially the Baby Boom
generation that will be coming into the
retirement force in masses.
We have to spend and invest smarter ~nd more
selectively and -set pr-iorities in a much more
smart and e.fficient way. We have to, in my
opinion, use approaches that perhaps we don't
talk about as much in our process .here; that
is, cost minimization analysis, which simply
mean.s that if we decide that we want to do
som~thing for the gc:>od of the public and we
should, we should try and -find the least-cost
possible way· t_o do it. That ·way we free up
dollars to do other ·things that are important
or as imp'ortant .

•
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The other· thing that we· do that
and I have,
I bring that to my st~dents _in public fina:nc~
all the time, to the,i:r attention -- when we
discus.s things here, we • re discussing each -each item individually. And most of them are
wonderful~- great programs that we should really
have. But ·if we're not looking at the finances
and compari;ng· to other things, we should be
financil'l:g. But on the other hand, the
resources are limited, and if the resources· are
limited, ~e ];lave to do what we call
"compara:t i ve impact analysis, '! where you • re
coming different possible projects for programs
that y9u want to finance· and choose the ones
that give you the best for your buck; that is,
the highest rate of- return ..
Now, why I'm sa:ying these things ·partly because
it's my· first time that I have a chance to
speak wi.th.you on this, ·but we do have. over .$"50
billion unfunded liabilities. The boat
in
the middle of the Atlantic .. We ha:ve to get it
back, and ~t • s go.ing to be very tough, very
to4gh. Because this --·this type of fu~ding
that we n·e.ed over the next 20, -25 years is.
unprecedented, in my opinion. We cannot and
should not fund everything requested, bu.t we
shouid fund prog~ams that support the poor,
programs that·support those that need help
.here, programs that support our students, and
_programs that are absolutely necessary·for our
elderly. ·We should not be funding everything
and anything.

is

And I think tpat the -- this proposal that I'm
making in term~ of making the dat~ available
·on-line will actually help us because we will
be getting peopl.e doing ·evaluations and calling
us.up. Hey, I just did this and this is ·what

•
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it shows me, and ~erhaps you should consider
this as a possibility, rather than this program
versus that program; that may get you more of a
ret~rn than otherwise would 'be the case.

•

Hav.ing.said all of that, I want you, the publi~
that is listening and to ~nderstahd that
Connecticut has done a grea_t job when it comes
to spending and taxing. For the last 20 years
as the tax, that the income tax was passed, the
size of our. government is exactly the samething, it's exactly the same s±ze in was in1992.
The reason I'm brin~ing up issu~s tha-t I
.brought before, we are- going to be facing a:
total different day when we look ahead in terms
of the pressures we're going to have from an
ever.:..increasi~g, retired, open population with
th~- -- the ne~ds of our students and younger
people rising as. we need to educate people at a
higher level in order to be competitive in the
world market .
So having sai~ all of that, I -:- I appreciate
your support, I hope, and I appreciate you
having me up here first because I -- of my
health probiem.
I'll be -- I'll be de1:lghted to answ~r ~ny
questions you may have, Mr. Chairman.
-REP. GERAGOSIAN: Thank you, Representative ..
I just had one question about, I think you
serve ·on the F-inance Committee, and do you
contemplate shedding sunlight on tax credits
and companies that are getting large· tax
, credits, expenditures, and those, and the. like
as part of this project?
REP. GIANNAROS:

•

I absolutely hope so.

I have no
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excuse.or I don't support any excuse that
anyone has· t·o keep any informati'on relating to
wl:lat _.:.. what .government does
terms of giving
away tax cre,dits and keeping· it secre.t :ln any
way or no.t ~n front of the public. The public
should h~ve access to every dollar.that we
spend and --· and scrutinize it, and .every
dollar· that w~ tax credit o.r pr.ovide loopholes
that are not productive. For those of you have
served in Finance with me, you know that I'm
against credits· that go to corporate.
structures, because the other thing they do,
they create.inefficiency in.the economy.
You're supporting one· in favor of -- you're
favoring one. against e:very other enterprise in
the economy. And the other thing you're doing
is really subsidizing a~d hot really creating
jobs~ I' feel, lohg term.

in

•

Let me give you -- let me t~il -- talk about
since you gave me that opportunity with
relatio;ns. and what just happened in Finance
recently where we •.re going to be spending $'69
million t.o create ao1 jobs. That is absolutely
nonsense. If we Spend $69 -- $69 million to
create opportunities for mos~ small businesses
to thrive instead of spending it in -- for one
corporation, we would get a lot more jobs
created a;nd a I.ot more income created. The
data is out there. Any e.conomist· who has
a.ctually studied the labor market· and its
output production and benefits .will teli you
that. So I -- I do agree, and the public
should know that. ~d the only way to ~now it
is really if we have it all on-line.
REP. GERAGOSIAN:

Thank you.

Are there any ques.tions?

•
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Representative Schofield.
REP. SCHOF-IELD:

Thank· you, Mr. Chairman.

And thank you for your testimony_.
I just :have one question, and -- and that is I
recently got in the mail a postcard kind .of
'thing from the Yankee -- Yankee Institute or
something of that (inaudible). And they have a
searchable database of all. salaries, state
employee salaries, all cont~acts, all grants
on-line.
I haven't actually searched through
it for more than two s.econds; I just· was
curious (inaudible). But is -- is -- does that
not go as far. as what you·' re suggesting or
.REP. GIANNAROS:

•

. REP. SCHOF-IELD:

Le.t you -·-

--

(inaudible)?

REP. GIANNAROS: Yeah. Repres.ent.ati ve Schofield, I
n:tade a comment up front on that issue.
REP. SCHOFIELD:

oh, I'm

REP.

But

GI~AROS:

REP. SCHOFIELD:

sorry.

REP. GIANNAROS:
let· me -:- let me redirect you,
actually elaborate a little so people will
understand what I was saying in case there was
·some misunderstanding anyway.
I did go on-line, mysel.f, a,nd I did some
searches, including my own name, ·my better
half, an<! somebody else that I know, and I .

•
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found at least in two of the cases, two out of
the three cases, significant errors.
REP. SCHOFIELD:

Oh.

REP. GIANNAROS: Significant errors. So one of the
problem that· I have is when you allow the
public information, in my opini_o:n, to be
mari.ipulated by those and th~ir political
agendas, you'•re going to get a total difference
result than.what you should be putting out to
the public. And therefore you're misleading.
And then you have the talk -- the head-talks on
the rad;i.o shows and everybody else taking
erroneous data·a~d exploiting them,· 24 hours a
qay_, and giving the wrong impression as to what
we.' re doing up here.

•

I believe very strongly that the public has the
right to know everything we do, and every
dollar that ·we spend should be available
a:vailab;Le ·to them on-iine for them to
scrutinize. ·But .I don "t think it should be.
left up to politically oriented groups to
deter:tnine how to manipulate or adjust the -the. data, .you know, in a way that reflects
political, perhaps intere$ts rather than
accurat~ data.
'

In-- in.relation to that, I remember seeing
the head of this organi_zati.on on Channel 3 's
State of the State, and the unfortunate thing
is the only thing he emphasized was UCo~, X
number of people, over 200 are making over
$100,000; of course, they are doctors.

•

REP. SCHOFIELD:

'Yeah·.

REP. GIANNAAOS:

They are doctors.

What do they
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what do they think they're going to make·, PhDs?
So no explanation, whatsoever, about how, why
and how they make two -- over 200,0.00 -,.: a
hundred thousand dollars and over. It just
Simply an exaggerated statement that inflat·e~
the public's, _you know, the public gets
basically angry with us , .in the sense .
But I -- I, on the other hand, I did say that
we have to be c.areful how we spend funds,
because when we -- we look ahead over the next.
20 years; I'm not going to be here; I can
guarantee you that. But when we look ahead,
we're going .to have a horrible time. The.
pressures 'to finance the elderly, which is an - it's increasing to 75 milli.on new ret-irees,
talking about the national level. We are worse
in that case. The State of Connecticut .has a
worse demographic situation than the national
average .
REP. :SCHOFIELP :

Uh- huh.

'REP. GIANNAROS: We have to protect the elderly' by
planning ahead now.
REP. SCHOFIELD:

Right.

REP. GIANNAROS:: We have to protect our children by
plannipg .ahead now and not wasting resources in
.areas. that we should not be spending on or
perhaps do more smarter evaluatio~s so that we
cost-minimize; that is, minimize the cost of
whatever we deciqe to spend on.
REP. SCHOFIELD: Uh-huh. Thank you. I -- I
appreciate the comments and. I, again, I
apologize for not having heard your procedural
speaking about that or (inaudible) private

•
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organizations. I just would suggest and -- and
I ~- I totally endorse·your notion of having
the -- the informat.ion available to the public.
I -- I' ~auld just suggest we look at if -- if
the;re's a· way to make an existing source that
doesn't co.st the state anything be more
accurate, then-- then that might be· an.
alternative to look at. But one way or the
oth~r, I agree with yo~, and we should make it
ayailable. I know in other states where they
do this, it's actually been a helpful 'tool in
enabling peopl.e to rese.arch and provide ideas
to their -- to·their representatives on bow
states (inaudible) can achieve the (inaudible)
REP. GIANNAROS:

Well, we have a --

REP. SCHOFIELD:

-- (inaudible)

REP. GIANNAROS: Thank
Mr. ·Chairman?

yo~.

If I may,

We.-- we have a -- a not-for-profit
organization right: in this building .. It's
called the Off.ice of Fiscal Analysis, a
nonpartisan,· I should say. And the·refore with
minimum computer -- some additional computer,
.perhaps, capacity, we can have it run right out
of here. I don't see why not. It's a
nonpartisan group; it's not.-- it's not a
comp;I.icated thing. I mean, I deal with
computers·all the time; it's not that
complicated,.
REP. GERAGOSIAN:

Thank you.

Representative Heinrich .

••
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Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good afternoon.
REP. GlANNAROS:

Good afternoon.

REP. HEINRICH: Well, my first question was going to
be who, who do you envision setting up this
database and who would be -- who would be
maintaining it and checking it for accuracy; so
your answer there would be -- your suggesti.on
would be OFA, Office of Fiscal Analysis?
REP. GIANNAROS: In my opinion, it has to be a notfor ~- nonpartisan group.
REP. HEINRICH:
REP.

•

Oh, okay.

And the Office of Fiscal Analysis
comes to mind because they are exactly that •

GI~AROS:

REP. HEINRICH: Okay. ·So how often do you envision
that this database would be updated?
REP. GIANNAROS: As soon as we pass a new budget or
we adjust the budget based on some, perhaps
votes that we take, it -REP. HEINRICH:

Okay.

REP. GIANNAROS:

--

REP. HEINRICH:
REP. GIANNAROS :·
basically.

should be updated.

So it's what's in

--

.

So· it'd be once or twice a y.ear,

REP. HEINRICH:: What's in la:w as opposed to actual
expenditures? Because we, as you probably

•
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know, we pass a budget and we put money into
programs, and then are lapses a:nd there are
deficits and the:re are funds that the Executive
-Branch might hold back or they' might spend
more.. And so this. dat:abase and if we don't do
.actual e~penditure~ as opposed to what's in
law, we might hav~ a very diffe:r::ent picture o.f
what's happening up at tbe state: level -A VOICE:

"Good point.

REP. HEINRICH: So, y.ou know; there -- there are -I love the i~ea of transparency. I love the
idea of a ~earchable database. We .have to work
out some of these. idi.osyncrasi.es w:hereby ;things
change ra~idly, almost
daily -REP. GIANNAROS:

•

Okay.

REP·. HEINRICH: -- with regard to what's being spent
where. And -- and I think it - -. it might be a
bigger job
REP .. GIANNAROS:

Sure.

REP. HEINRICH: .-- than perhaps we're envisioning to
-- to make a truly accura~e datapase
(inaudible)
REP. GIANNAROS: Representative Heinrich, I -- I
agree with you, actually. I think that we can
·start the process by putting the -- the budget
on-line,· the detaiis in the budget, .not just
the· aggregates -REP. HEINRICH:
REP.. GIANNARos·:

•

Yes.
The totals .

003.521
14
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Yes.

REP. GIANNAROS: And. ;r ~hink we can expand the
system to have it conveniently adjusted as
-- as agencie~ change their spending and -- and
have the actual spending on-line. I mean, that
--that's my-·obje.ctive, actually. It's for the
public to see what we•re.actually spending, not
what ·we may propose or may like to propose.
REP. HEINRICH:
.REP. GIANN.AROS :

Okay.

Thank you ve·ry much .

Thank you.

REP. HEINRICH: Thank you, Mr. ChaiZ1tlan.
·REP. GERAGO,SIAN: Thank.you, · Repre_"sentative.
Senator

•

~-~:ag\.le

SENATOR PRAGUE:

.

Tl'?-ank·ybu

·REP. GERAGOSIAN:

(.Inaudible).

SENATOR PRAGUE:

-- Mr. Chairman.
'-

I ·wanted to ask you something.
REP. GIANNAROS:

What's that?·

SENATOR PRAGUE: My ears sort of perked up when I
.heard that a corporation is getting
.
$69 million in a tax c_redit bill that came out
of the "Finance Committee the other day. Can
you ·tell us which corporation that was?
·REP. GIANNAROS: I believe :lt•s Starwood Hotels, if
I remember cor~ectly. And I -- and I -- I do,
I --.I believe I am correct. And, again, my

•
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point is it's not just that.
For. any kind of special deal that we·• re making,
we are, in my -- in my opin,ion, we•.re creating
an ineff.icient economy and we. are actually
p¢nalizipg.all- these other hotels now that
doesn't have the same tax break and f9rcing
them out of busines·s; eventually -- that., s what
happens -- and -- and b~sically we're gaining
from one .and losing a lot more from the other.
Plus, you ar::-e actually creating an unfair,
competitive situation for many other industries.
that·you actual~y do the same thing.
SENATOR. PRAGUE: So I ·• 11 have to get a copy of that
legislation, ·because it sort of makes my mind
spin, have'on~ corporation would-- that would
set _that kind of a tax c-redit:. Is that a .new
company th~t's coming in?

•

•

REP. GIANNAROS:
A VOICE:

Yes, from

moving from New York .

Uh-huh.

REP. GIANNAROS: But the point, again, is that we do
that ip other -- in situa,tions where there's no
company coming in; we help them to move
sometime's. Bu.t by helping somebody to move
from one pol·nt of Connecticut tc;> another,
basically you're subsidi_zing tliem, at the
expense of other companies· that competing
are· competing_ with them, and yoU're putting
these other companies in jeopardy. Basicaliy,
that's what you're doing. So it's not a smart
economic development to, in my -- in my
op1n1~n.
The better way is just invest those
dollars then simply· subsidizing-existing
corporations that are not ·going to. contribute
as much'to the work force because the work
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force increases.
Seventy percent of all jobs. created in the U.S.
come from small ent.erprises, not from these
gian~s we are impressed by.
And·-- and that's
where we -- the emphasis should be; help the
small bu~iness, because they are the most
innovative, most Cl;'eative, t.bey create. the new
products, the new ideas~ and they .are the ones
that actually grow over time ·fast to create new
jobs.
SENATOR PRAGUE: Thank you, very much. I have -- I
have always respected your opinion.
REP. GIANNAROS:

We11, thank you., appreciate that·.

SENATOR PRAGUE: And I thank you for taking the time
·to ·come here today to testify~

•

REP . GIANNAROS ·:
REP. GERAGOSIAN:

Thank you.
Thank you, Senator.

Representative Stripp.
REP. STRIPP:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
~

Representative Giannaros has a very interesting
presentat.ion, and I do want to agree with you
on the inaccuracy of it, although I wouldn't
apply a malevolent reason. And. I -- I applaud
the people who have at least .Put the thing·
t.ogeth~r so we can start the conversation,
which has started. And I -- I think that's
healthy. And should improvements be made?
Probably so.
I looked my own income up from the General

•
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Assembly and I immediately called my wife. I
th~ught ·maybe she had some income intercept
beca~se it -- -it ·seemed to be somewhat higher
than I had ever seen: sho_w up in my bank
account.
REP. GERAGOSIAN:

•

March 5, 2010
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("Inaudible).

REP. STRIPP: Another issue, op Wednesday I listened
· to a presentat_ion of somebody who did some
some_ analysis of basically the_ population. And
--.and one of the predicates of it is that
people. spend from 45 t·o 55, the most, because
they buy a house a little bigger, they put the
kids through col_lege, and so forth and so on.
~d the end result of ·that -- and you're
talking about weive got ·to be very, very
careful with· government expe·ndi.tures . -- but the
end result qf that is the c::onclusion he came to
is that in·the next ten years, we've better be
very, very ~areful how we spend money, the
on_ the personal side as well-as on ~he
government side, because it looks like ten
years of pretty much a draught and very, very
difficult to get expansion and growth in the
economy because people in their spending years
are very~ very few. And it's going to take ·ten
years before we have the next tsunami, which -which is what powered a lot of ·the growth we
had in the past. So I agree with you on ·-- on
that· too.
And some of the other things I don't
necessariiy ag~ee with you on, but I appreciate
you bringing_them up because debate a~d
discussion is how we improve things. So thank
you.
REP. GIANNAROS:· Well, thank you,

•

~epresentative

.. - - - - - - -

---~
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·stripp, I appreciate that.
REP.· GERAGOSIAN:

·Representative Oillon.

REP. DILLON: Thank you. It's good to see you and - and· .I hope -- you don' t :have writ ten
t·estimony before us, right, or is that true?
REP. GIANNAROS:

••

•

I have notes with me.

REP. DILLON: Okay. So I may be misu~derstanding
you, and I hope I 'm not, ·but I have a lot of
·economics, though .I don't have a degree in one,
~nd I tend more towards the political s·cience
side of ~he street. And I have -- I -- I -- my·
ears perked up when .I heard you talk. about
taking the politics out of it. And -- and how
could you do that? I mean, I'm.the, you know,
I -- I don't -- and let me just give that there
. are many, many well-intended things t~hat have
been done that ended up being used as a weapon;
Once you put sometlling in play, anybody can
pick it up.
You know, I mean, we did outreach to folks on
HUSKY, ahd it ended up being caught up in a
fight bet:ween Wal-Mart and Shop it -- and Stop
& Shop. . No one could have fore·seen that.
And
all of a s:udden it was Wal-Mart isn't, you
know, provid~ --·ts -- is -- isn't doing
benefits or you'r.~ paying fc;>r it :when actually,
you know, folks they were asked whether or no·t
we could go irt there. Now. that's fine because
we're going (inaudible) it's a right, you know,·
to -~ .to fight for their members. But many of
us who were pushing to have folks go. in there
like that couldn't have seen that. I mean, it·
seems to me it's t.he same kind of thing .
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Let me think. The·argument about --about
people with agendas, it seems to me relies on - on 'the analysis; doesn' t it? Are -- are you
a·s~uming that folks who are analyzing it have
an agenda? But I wonder if you pac~ up a
little bit·, it may be defined by which data
fie;I.ds you choose. You know, it's like the
economist story.
And I believe it was someon,e who once· lived in
my district who won a Nobel Prize from
economics, Tobin who -- ·good friend. The drunk
under ·the street light, you know, that you find
thin~s under the s'treet light. because.· that's
where you c.an see them. So you're choosing
.certa~n data fields to look at, and in a way
that may f'rame it politicaliy, whether you
choose .o.r not .. I guess that's a ... - .an argument
or a claim I'm making, but I'm just thinking
out loud .
RE~.

GIANNAROS:

Well, it's true.

And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I represent the bill and tl;lank you for your
comments. I -- whc;Lt I'm trying to do here is·
to rE;!ally .increase th,e quality of information
that's available in the marketplace, which is
basically all of the people in Connecticut.
And what -- what I. did find, when you talk
about special fields, the only field that I
that I went to was payroll, Demetrios Giartnaros
and some -- .a. couple other people., home, said - hit the button. Tell me how much did I earn
out of the State of Connecticut, and. it was a
wrong number in two out of three cases I
· test.ed. So ·therefore there's something wrong

•
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with th~ way the computer program worked. tt
could have been influenced. by politics, I'm not
sure. Some of the numbers that "I saw just
don't make any sense.
So -- so having said that, let me jus.t finish.
And theh, the -- what I -- what .is good about
information and .from an economic point of view
is that it allows the people to make up their
own decisions based on what they -- they see.
And then the media actually will pick up that
infoz:rriatiol) anc;l through competition, ·they will
actually present it a variety of ways so
eventually the -- the public has a better
picture as to what is going on then the -- than
what may be going on if they get the
information only from a politically oriented
type of enterprise.
And. I -- .I think that by allowing the
informa-tion to become public through a
rionp·artisan basis, let the public figure out.
There's going to be multiple newspapers
writing. As of now, I've seen something in the
Hartford Courant, ·arid some things that I saw,
it's not their fault but they're not accurate.
REP. DILLON: Okay. t mean, I c;ion"t -- I· don't want
to -- I -- it just seems to me ·we're never
going to take politics ou~ of that. And -- and
there's certainly input errors. But I think
you and I agree in _:_ on one point, an4 that is
tha·t we trust ·the people; that is that if we
have a lot of ·information out there, then folks
-- and -- and a -- and a ·piece of information
gets out, then you defend it. And -- and you
compete in the marketplaces of -- of id~as, and
I think that -- that you and I are in agreement
on that point.
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I .9-on' t know that we' 11 ever be 'able to take
pol-itics out. of what. y.ou choose to measure.
You don't.even know that you have a bias until
you've ·alr:;eady done it and somebody else looks
at it. But -:-- but I think. it's a really
interesting. l.d,e~ and -- anO. we s:ttould certainly
look at it.
So we thank you very much.
REP. GIANNAROS:

Well, thank you.

REP. GERAGOS.I:}W:·
.haye a good

d~y.

Than~

you, Representative, and

REP. GIANNAROS : Thank you, Mr . Chairman.
appreciate i.t.

•

REP. GERAGOSIAN:

·I

Next is Comptroller Nancy Wyman .

STATE· COMPTROLLER NANCY WYMAN: Go.od afternoon.
Thank you, so much, Senator Harp,
Represent.atiye Geragosian, and Representative
Miner, and the d~stinguished members of the
Appropriations Committee. It is really good to
be with you today.
For the record, I am State Comptrolle·r Nancy
Wyman, and I'd like to -- I have ·submitted .my
testimony, ·};jut I'd ~ike to cwick1y go through
some of· the bills that are on your agenda
today.
The

fi~st

group is the House Bills 5393 and
I want to thank Representative Reynolds
fo~ putting in Hou·s.e Bill 5105 and as_k that
when you do consider the· proposal that you
would incorporate and you -.~ you would pass
5105.
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Good d~y. My name is Pete Gioia. I am the economist for the Co~ecticut Business and
Industry Association (CBIA). CBIA represents about lO,OOO.finns, which employ about 700,000
women and men in Connecticut.. Our meinbership incl~des finns of all sizes and types, the vast
majority of which are_ small businesses with fewer than SO people.

CBIA would like; to comment upon ·the following bills: SB 3,. SB 356, SB 357, SB 358,
SB 359, HB· 5044. HB'5070, HB' 5073, HB 5104, HB SlOS,.HB 5106, HB 5107, HB 5163, HJL
5011. HB SOH). HB·S394, and HB 5395.

,SB3,

The bill better clarities the.ongirial intent of the ~P· We support it.
HB5044.

.Generally Acc~ted Accounting_ Principles (GAAP) has been a concept before this body
for the en~e 20 yeais I have been with CBIA.. While the p~blic sector accounting involved in
GAAP is fairly technical and arcane, what it wishes to 'achieve is fairly straightforward. 'oAAP
seeks to present fuiancial 'data. on the state that is pres_en~ed fairly and in confonnity with wi~ely

.e.
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CBIA reininds the committee that spending reforms passed·in 1991, including both the
spending cap ·and biennial budgeting w~ part of a compromise that included adoption of a
broad-based state personal income tax. In our minds and in the minds of our members the two
items -spend~g reforms and tax changes - are unequivo.cally linked. Eighty-one percent of the
electorate in 1992 voted for the state !iJJending cap, an unprecedented call for prudent state
spending. Our business

memb~hip

overwhelmingly supported this spending cap. Businesses·

trust in state goveinment is closely linked to the state government promise to keep spending in
check to the· growth in personal income. This is substantiated by several surveys of the business
community.

BBSlOS

•

CBIA ~ppo~ increasing the Rainy Day Fund and targeting surplus to it.

HB5106
CBIA feels a review of unfunded .liabilities AND creating a plan to deal with them. is long
overdue.

BBS107
See comments on HB 5044.

BBS163
This would create better lfansparency in the budget and we support it.

BB5017
CBIA supports the Goyen~or's call for stronger recission authority. The budget fiasco
over the last ~o years demands such chailge· here;

BBS019 ·
CBIA supports the Governor's call to strengthen the budget reserve fund .
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